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Case Report

MIRROR THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH CAUSALGIA (COMPLEX
REGIONAL PAIN SYNDROME TYPE II) FOLLOWING PERIPHERAL NERVE
INJURY: TWO CASES
Ruud W. Selles, PhD1,2, Ton A. R. Schreuders, PhD, PT1 and Henk J. Stam, PhD, MD, FRCP1
From the 1Department of Rehabilitation Medicine and 2Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery,
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Objective: To describe the use of mirror therapy in 2 patients
with complex regional pain syndrome type II following traumatic nerve injury.
Design: Two case reports.
Subjects: Two patients with complex regional pain syndrome
type II.
Methods: Two patients received mirror therapy with the
painful hand hidden behind the mirror while the non-painful hand was positioned so that, from the perspective of the
patient, the reflection of this hand was “superimposed” on
the painful hand. Pain was measured with a visual analogue
scale.
Results: The first case had developed a severe burning and
constant pain in the hand due to a neuroma. In this patient,
a strong reduction in pain was found during and immediately after mirror therapy. As a result, the patient was able
to perform active exercises that were previously too painful. However, despite the pain relief during and directly after the exercises, the overall level of pain did not decrease.
The second patient also had severe burning pain following
a glass injury. In this patient, repeated mirror therapy for a
3-month period strongly decreased pain due to causalgia.
Conclusion: The presented cases demonstrate that the use of
mirror therapy in patients with causalgia related to a neuroma is worthy of further exploration as a potential treatment
modality in patients with causalgia.
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Introduction
The use of visual illusions created by a mirror, often referred
to as mirror therapy, was first introduced by Ramachandran &
Rogers-Ramachandran (1) for the treatment of phantom limb
pain. This type of pain can be very severe and is difficult to
treat. In some cases, the phantom limb is felt as if it is in an
uncontrolled painful cramp. With mirror therapy, by concenJ Rehabil Med 40

trating on the reflection of their normal hand, patients reported
that they could control and move the phantom limb, and thus
experienced pain relief (2).
Over the last few years, the use of mirror therapy has been
reported in a number of studies. Some of these studies have
focused on the use of mirror therapy in patients with painsyndromes, such as phantom limb pain after amputation (3)
and brachial plexus avulsion (4) and complex regional pain
syndrome (CRPS) type I (5–8). Other studies have focused
on the use of mirror therapy for motor training after stroke
(9–12). More recently mirror therapy has also been applied
during rehabilitation following hand surgery (13).
Causalgia (according to the IASP classified as Complex
Regional Pain Syndrome – CRPS type II) may be the result
of a neuroma and is generally associated with the scarring and
altered sensation of the injured nerve, at the end of which a
bulbous swelling may form (14). Because of the severe pain
sometimes associated with a neuroma, patients are often significantly disabled. In a review, Vernadakis et al. (14) concluded
that, although approximately 150–200 techniques have been
proposed for the treatment and prevention, neuroma-related
causalgia is still very difficult to treat.
This study describes the use of mirror therapy in 2 patients with
causalgia following traumatic nerve injury. To our knowledge,
this is the first report on the use of mirror therapy in patients with
causalgia in the hand following peripheral nerve injury indicating
temporary pain relief during mirror exercises in one subject and a
systematic overall decrease in pain in the second subject.
Methods and Results
Two patients with causalgia following a traumatic nerve injury of the
upper extremity were included in the study.
During the mirror therapy, a mirror was placed vertically on a table
in front of the patient with the painful hand hidden behind the mirror,
while the non-painful hand was positioned so that, from the perspective of the patient, the reflection of this hand was “superimposed” on
the painful one (Fig. 1). The patient was initially asked to move only
the uninjured hand in front of the mirror and to focus on the image
reflection for 5–10 min. The patient was asked to imagine that both
hands were moving. Then, the patient was asked to perform bilateral
hand movements for 5–10 min, during which the patient observed the
mirror reflection of the uninjured hand. Also, the therapist touched
the uninjured hand while the patient focused on the mirror reflection,
visually suggesting that the injured hand was stimulated. After an
instructional session, the patient was given a mirror for daily practise
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Fig. 2. Visual analogue scales (VAS) of the pain reported by case 1
during the first session. During the following 2 weeks, similar scores
were obtained.

Fig. 1. The mirror therapy used in the 2 subjects. The subject was
positioned in such a way that the reflection of the non-involved hand was
“superimposed” on the painful hand.

in the home situation and was asked to practise 3–5 times each day
for approximately 15 min. The patient was asked to perform repeated
short 15-min training sessions in order to be able to maintain concentration during the mirror sessions while achieving sufficient practise
time (5).
Pain was measured before the start and repeatedly after the start of
the intervention by asking the patient to complete a visual analogue
scale (VAS), which was scored between 1 and 100.
Case 1: Instantaneous and short-term pain reduction in a patient
with causalgia due to a neuroma
A 36-year-old woman presented 6 months after sustaining a glass injury
of the right hand at wrist level, cutting the ulnar and median nerve
as well as the flexor tendons of the third, fourth and fifth fingers. On
the day of the injury, the nerves were microsurgically anastomosed
with a 10/0 suture and the flexor tendons were repaired with a modified Kessler 5/0. Immobilization in a Kleinert splint was prescribed
for 4 weeks and passive and active exercises were started gradually
under the supervision of a hand therapist. In addition to the motor
and sensory deficits caused by the ulnar and median nerve lesions, the
patient developed a severe burning and constant pain in the palm of the
hand, radiating to the fingers. About 10 months after injury, physical
examination revealed a painful palpable tumour at the ulnar side of
the wrist. Echosonography confirmed the presence of a neuroma of
the ulnar nerve with a diameter of 3 cm. The patient was scheduled for
surgical treatment and in the mean time she was treated once a week by
a hand therapist to reduce pain and to maintain mobility of the joints
and hand function. The causalgia was severe (80 on the VAS scale) and
resistant to physical therapy and medication (gabapentin). The patient
reported that she was unable to use her hand in daily activities and did
not tolerate her hand being touched by the therapist. When using the
mirror, the patient instantaneously reported a very strong pain reduction
(Fig. 2). As a result, the patient was able to perform active exercises
that were previously too painful. Ten minutes after ending the mirror
session, the patients still reported pain reduction.
The mirror practices were performed for 3 weeks. Repeated use of
the VAS revealed that the instantaneous and short-term pain reduction
(approximately 30–45 min) was consistent during the 3-week period.
However, the pain levels after the mirror therapy sessions returned to
the initial (high) level.
Due to pregnancy, the neuroma surgery was postponed. Two years
after the mirror training, the surgery had not been performed. Although
the patient still regularly experiences pain, she is able to work again
part-time. In retrospect, the patient reported that the mirror practices

have specifically helped her to practise without much pain and to regain
active movement of the involved hand, which helps her in activities of
daily life. The patient no longer used medication for the pain.
Case 2: Long-term pain relief in a patient with severe pain after
neuroma
The second patient was a 33-year-old woman who had sustained a
glass injury at work, causing a complete lesion to the common digital
nerves of the 3rd and 4th finger of her right hand close to the distal
palmar crease. The injury was microsurgically repaired within 24
hours of the injury. In the first months after the injury, she developed
signs of a neuroma, which was surgically treated about one year later.
About 3 years post-injury the patient still experienced severe burning pain. She would not tolerate the hand being touched due to the
pain. An intensive period of rehabilitation treatment was prescribed,
including physical and occupational therapy. The treatment included
desensitization therapy, which had no effect. According to the patient,
the pain was constantly present and very severe.
After 2 months of physical and occupational therapy, during which
little effect on the pain was obtained, we started mirror therapy using the
same protocol as described for case 1. During this period, the patient was
not using any pain medication. Five months of mirror therapy exercises
had a dramatic positive effect on the pain in the hand (Fig. 3). The hand
was still painful, but the subject reported that the exercises did not cause
any pain while using the mirror. Over the 5-month period, the pain inbetween mirror sessions decreased consistently; a finding that the patient
contributed entirely to the mirror practices. The patient reported that she
started using the hand more often again in daily life situations. After 5

Fig. 3. Visual analogue scales (VAS) of the pain reported by case 2. The
first two VAS scores correspond to the pain reported by the patient at the
time of measurement without the mirror present. Follow-up was 5 months
after start of the mirror exercises.
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months, she was discharged from further treatment, although she still
continued mirror exercises at home for 15–30 min each day.

Discussion
The present study reports on the use of mirror therapy in 2
patients with causalgia of the hand associated with a neuroma
after peripheral nerve injury. In case 1, a strong reduction in
pain was found during mirror therapy and immediately after
mirror therapy. In case 2, it was found that repeated mirror
therapy decreased pain due to causalgia that had been present
for several years without a substantial positive effect of surgical
and rehabilitation interventions.
The underlying mechanisms of pain reduction during mirror therapy are not clear. In the literature, several hypotheses
have been described. For example, it has been suggested that
the experienced pain may be the result of a mismatch between motor intention and proprioceptive or visual feedback.
Ramachandran and co-authors (2, 15) initially suggested that
the phantom pain could be the result of a disruption of the
normal interaction between motor intention and appropriate
sensory feedback. Using the mirror, a visual illusion can be
created of a normal and pain-free movement of the limb. This
idea may be in line with the hypothesis of a cortical origin of
pain as described by Harris (16). Harris suggested that in those
conditions where there is no convincing demonstrable or local
nociceptive aetiology (e.g. CRPS type I, repetitive strain injury,
phantom limb pain and focal hand dystonia), pain could be the
result of a mismatch between motor intention, proprioceptive and
visual feedback, in the same way that nausea can be the result
of the mismatch between vestibular and visual information (5,
6, 16). A mechanism of action of mirror therapy could therefore
be that a visual illusion is created that solves the mismatched
between motor intention, proprioceptive and visual feedback.
Another related idea is based on studies showing that altered
or absent sensory feedback results in cortical reorganization of
body representations in the primary somatosensory and motor
cortex (S1 and M1) and that the amount of reorganization is
correlated with the severity of the experienced pain (17, 18).
This cortical reorganization in pathological conditions may be
influenced by providing alternative sensory input using a visual
illusion, thereby reducing pain (4, 13).
While in phantom pain and CRPS type I a clear peripheral
aetiology for pain is lacking, suggesting that the mirror therapy
influences a central nervous system component of pain (centralization), in patients with causalgia, a local origin for the
pain is generally assumed. From the present study, it cannot be
concluded which mechanisms caused the pain reduction in the
2 patients. While mechanisms such as distraction of attention
can have a major impact on pain perception, we think that it
is unlikely to have an effect of the magnitude found in case
1. Similarly, such mechanisms may not be able to explain the
long-term pain relief found in case 2. Future studies with a larger
population may indicate in which patients with causalgia after a
peripheral nerve injury mirror therapy can be successful.
In conclusion, the cases described here demonstrate that the
use of mirror therapy in patients with causalgia related to a
J Rehabil Med 40

neuroma is worthy of further exploration. Larger studies are
warranted to investigate whether permanent pain relief in case
2 can also be found in other patients with similar disorders. The
optimal intensity, frequency and duration of mirror therapy sessions should also be determined. Although the instantaneous pain
relief in case 1 may not have resulted in a long-term decrease in
pain, the patient still experienced a very strong (temporary) pain
relief that could be used therapeutically to perform exercises
that would otherwise not be tolerated. The short-term periods of
pain relief could be used to maintain strength and joint mobility
during the weeks prior to surgical treatment of the neuroma.
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